Bishop Vesey’s Grammar School
Inspiration and Excellence

Summer Term 2017
Message from the Head
As we come to the end of this academic year, I continue to be proud of our warm and outwardlooking community. From the warmth of our Lower Sixth games-makers supporting the 2017 Sutton
Games (page 8) to the wonderful way in which our students built international bridges on our
summer term inaugural trip to Zhanjiang, China (below and page 2), there is much to celebrate. No
one epitomises these values better than our very own Herr Rüdiger Götschel. It is fitting in the 20th
year of the German exchange with Bayreuth (pictured), which was established by Herr Gotschel, that
our Head of German should be nominated for national German Teacher of the Year. Though a runnerup in the awards ceremony, officiated by the renowned writer, John Le Carre at the German Embassy,
to the staff and students of Bishop Vesey’s Grammar School. It is clear that Mr Götschel, and the
warm, outward-looking community which he embodies so well, is already a winner.
I hope you enjoy reading this snapshot of this very purposeful and
rewarding summer term. One exciting new initiative was our University Fair, where Years 10-12 had the chance
to meet speakers from 17 different top universities (including some Old Veseyans) without even leaving Big
School! At the same time once again our end of term newsletter celebrates so many academic, dramatic, musical and sporting achievements.
The Summer Term is always one of change: leaving assemblies and balls interspersed with induction and transition
days. On page 6, we pay special tribute in our ‘Valetes’ to the staff leavers of July 2017. They have all made a very
positive contribution to our school. Two leavers in particular have made a profound impact on the development of
many students over recent decades: Miss Beverley Gilbert and Mrs Pam Maskell. They are both very experienced
staff with outstanding emotional intelligence and the School owes them both a huge debt of gratitude. We wish our
leavers well for the future ,and as we say to all our alumni, we urge them to keep in touch with all their friends here at Bishop Vesey’s Grammar
School.
Ahead of the results in the summer, finally I would like to pay tribute to the staff and the students. They have both worked hard at
adapting to the considerable demands of the new reformed GCSEs (graded 9 to 1) in English Language, English Literature and Mathematics
and the reformed ‘A’ levels. 2017 marks a new chapter in the English education system, and, like all schools, I’m sure there will be things
that we will learn from the experience.
Wishing all students, staff and families a happy and relaxing summer break

University Fair 3 July 2017

Headteacher

Thank you to the Sixth Form team for organising an outstanding university fair. The event was aimed at the Lower Sixth and Years 10 and 11. I know
the students attending got a lot out of the experience. We were so fortunate to have 18 top universities in attendance: Cambridge, Oxford, Bath,
Birmingham Cardiff, Durham, Exeter, Imperial College, King's College, Lancaster, Leicester, Liverpool, Loughborough, Manchester, Nottingham,
Sheffield, St Andrew's and Warwick.

Goodbye and Good Luck to the Class of 2017
It was with emotion and fondness that we have said goodbye and good luck to the Class of 2017. As has become customary over the last fourteen
years, we held an assembly on Leaving Day on 18 May in Big School. This was led by the School Captain, Reiss Chahal and his two deputies,
Angalea Varma and Brett Waldron. Our student leaders did a very professional job, sharing many memories with the year group. There was
also some wonderful music with Jemima Richardson-Jones, Nyandavoh Foday and new School Captain for 2017-2018, Sophie Lloyd, making
a fantastic trio of voices. The sun shone and the students enjoyed posing for photographs in their costumes on the Quad.
Following the examination period, the Upper Sixth came back together for their Leaving Ball at Villa Park. We wish them a safe and happy summer
and the very best of luck for results day on Thursday 17 August 2017. We hope all our leavers will keep in touch with each other and their school.
One way of doing this is through our alumni platform, https://alumni.bvgs.co.uk/homepage - sign up today!

http://www.bvgs.co.uk/

Follow us on

The official Bishop Vesey’s Twitter account is @BVGS1527
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China 2017

What an inspirational trip to Zhanjiang, China this June/July. Thank you so much to Mr Bowen, Deputy Headteacher, Miss Green, Head of
Mathematics and Mr Hubert, consultant for their care and commitment in organising such a wonderful and life-changing cultural exchange. We
look forward to welcoming our Chinese friends to BVGS in July 2018

'An invaluable trip' by Sarah Gavigan
Without a doubt this entire trip has been unforgettable and full of new experiences: from my first ever trip abroad without my family to my first
time trying sandworms or chicken cartilage, not a day went by when I didn’t do something at least a little bit out of my comfort zone. Even up to
the day we left England I had my doubts over whether I would enjoy my time in China or whether it would be worth all the money and fuss, but if
there is one thing that I think all of us on the trip have learned is to just say yes to the opportunities that come your way and never be afraid to try
something new.
From when we first arrived in Zhanjiang and were confronted by a wall of cameras in the tiny arrival
lounge, I think all of us were surprised and amazed at the enthusiasm and excitement of the staff and
students. It truly felt as if we were celebrities - especially when at the welcome concert the following evening most of us were practically mobbed by students asking for photos or our WeChat IDs - and it was a
huge shock to see just how happy the school was to have us students here. Knowing that exchanges like
this are rare and chances to talk with a native English speaker are few and far between however made it a
little easier to understand their excitement. It goes without saying that China is a very different country to
Britain, so seeing a bunch of foreign teenagers all wearing matching tops with strange symbols on their
backs in a city (and country) with very few Westerners is much more of a novel thing here than it would be
back home. Despite this, none of the students were afraid to approach us and test out their English even if
it wasn’t the best. This kind of confidence and willing to give something a go even if you know that you run
the risk of failing and embarrassing yourself is something that I know I and many other English students lack,
so it was inspiring to see.
In a similar light, there are definitely many lessons that myself (and the other students) can and should Making dumplings with host families
learn from the Chinese students. Possibly the first one being that our ‘hectic’ school schedule has nothing
on the seven o clock starts and late nights that the students here endure. School truly is life
for the pupils here but they make it enjoyable in their own way by playing sports such as Joshua Harrison (L6) ‘The Migrating Myna’
basketball or ping pong between lessons or taking part in music and art…....Something that I’ll The Migrating Myna
definitely take away from this experience is that you should never let ability or inexperience I'm waking up on foreign soil,
hold you back from having a good time. Some of the best memories I have made here were This bed could be my own.
doing activities that I would never dream of doing at home: playing volleyball with my Chinese A new school badge upon my chest,
classmates (I’ve never played before), doing karaoke with my exchange partner (I can’t sing at A house that's become my home.
all) and explaining a physics problem to a Chinese class that was taught exclusively in Chinese
(as you might have guessed, I can’t understand or speak mandarin).
Without this family of strangers,
This trip has also given me a big insight into culture and life in China. It is easy to assume that
everyone thinks and acts the same no matter where you are in the world, but even something as simple as table manners was enough to wake me up to the fact that something that
would be almost unthinkable in one place (such as spitting out bones at the dinner table)
could be so commonplace in another country. Another eye-opener was our visits to villages.
It truly does feel disorientating when you leave the glossy shopping centres and high-rise flats
of the city to find a village with chickens running free and people living off the land just a
twenty minute drive away, but it is important for us to see that there are still people today
that live in this way - it does put things into perspective.
If I were to do this trip again, the one thing that I would change would be to learn more
about China and more Mandarin before arriving. Having a better grasp on the language would
have made experiences like shopping more independent and enjoyable, and I wouldn’t have
had to rely on my exchange partner so much to translate for me. However I think this did
benefit her has she had two weeks of almost constant English usage, something that would be
nearly impossible to achieve without going abroad.
Overall, despite the oppressive heat, occasional complications due to miscommunication and
sometimes unusual food, I haven’t regretted this trip for a single second. Despite how cliché
this might sound, I honestly believe that this trip has changed me for the better as now I will
try to have the same attitude towards my study of Spanish as the students here have towards
English. I want to try to use Spanish as much as I can rather than not saying anything unless I
know it is perfect. In this way as well as others that I have already mentioned this trip has
definitely been the most invaluable school trip I have ever been on.

Watching over me during this stay.
I'd struggle to find my place,
6,000 miles away.
We travelled across the world,
So we could experience yours.
Heat embracing us with welcomes,
As the plane opened its doors.

The heat was the first challenge of ours,
Bombarded by 19 degrees
With the knowledge and skills you gave us,
We'll return with our 19 degrees.
Singing in the city surrounded by friends,
Basking in the LED sun.
I've treated this like my country,
It's treated me like a son.

.

Like the migrating dove,
Or the amicable Myna.
I was an only Child in England,
Now I have a brother in China.
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Senior Soloists' Concert 27 April 2017
What an amazing musical ‘high’ for Mrs Maryann Dye to end her seven year service to music at Bishop Vesey’s Grammar School. For some of
our students this was their last performance on the Vesey stage. We will miss them all. Here is the programme from an inspirational and emotional
evening: Angus Carter (trumpet) – Trumpet Concerto, mvmt 1 (Haydn), Ben Clay (saxophone) – Yardbird Suite’ (Parker), Tom Eglesfield
(saxophone)- Improvisation (Eglesfield), Nyanda Foday (voice) – ‘The Girl in 14 G’ (Tesori/Scanlan) Alex Hughes (saxophone)- ‘Billy’s
Bounce’ (Parker), Louis Kill-Brown (piano) - ‘Dawn’ (Marianelli), Sophie Lloyd (voice)- ‘When we were young’ (Adele), Lauren Newbould
(cello)- ‘Rather Be’ (Clean Bandit), Jack O’Hara (trumpet) – ‘Lucky to be me’ (Bernstein) Emanuella Olatundun (saxophone) – ‘Sax in the
city’ (Crabb), Alex Poniatowska (cello) ‘Bourees 1 and 2’ (Bach), Phil Reader (violin) ‘Partita III’ (Bach), Jemima Richardson-Jones (voice),
’Faites lui mes aveux’ (Gounod), Syakir Saiful (voice) ‘Latch’ (Sam Smith), Oluwadamilola Sowunmi (voice) – ‘Dance with my
father’ (Vandross), Ben Thompson (voice)- ‘Say something’ (The Great Big World), Jon-Jon Tian (piano) – ‘Ronda alla turca’ (Mozart), Comperes: Matthew Hurley and James Rogers

Toad Triumphs

'Can we say thank you for a great performance! We really appreciate how supportive you have been of them all (and encouraging) – my boy has really enjoyed
coming to rehearsals. The production was fab (I can only imagine how much work went on behind the scenes) and it was really heartening to see how confident

and mature they all were.. Hope for similar next year!' (Year 8 Parent)
All who saw a performance of ‘TOAD’ on the 6 and 7 July were highly impressed by the professionalism, self-discipline and skill of our young actors.
Our Year 9 boys were excellent role models for this young cast with excellent acting from Freddie Coleman (Toad), Jack Lees (Rat), Upraaj
Bains (Judge), Segert Jensema (Badger), Matthew Connell (Mole) and Arun Ladhar (Alfred). However, there was great acting from
across the school with James Beech impressing as the Usher, PC James Foxall, Joseph Taroni (Chief Weasel) and excellent performances
from Joshua Thompson (Aunt) and Elliot Mattey (Phoebe the washerwoman). Well done to everyone on the cast. They all gave 100% and
showed great self-discipline and all developed in their acting skills: Danny Macey, Lewis Randon, Arun Murria, Sam Kakosa, Matthew Lakin,
Alex Croasdale, George O’Connor, Miles Kelly, Fraser Burns, Charles Hubbard, Hugh Woodcock, Aban Hashmi, Dom Van Loan,
Ben Cheema, Alex Olis, Leon Yamin-Ali, Jonathan Andrews, Ed Ballinger, Karolis Chima, Joseph Cronin, Hugo Martin and Ross
Dryhurst. A huge thank you to Luke Butcher (our technical and lighting wizard from Year 8) and Jamie Barber (Year 11). Above all, a big thank
you to all the team at Centrestage School of Speech and Drama, who once again put on a fantastic performance: Simon Garrington, Ella
McGrail, Rebekah O’Dowd, Aoife O’Dowd, Alessandra Davison and Emily Coleman and all supporting staff especially Mrs Kite, Miss
Williams, Ms Weblin, Mrs Overton, Mr Belcher, Mr Wamsley, Mr Boyle, Mr Holden and Mr Swindells, as well as all our friends at
Sutton Arts. We look forward with excitement to next year’s production. Roll on 2017-2018.

Art and DT Exhibition 2017

Thank you to the Art and Design Technology departments for a stunning exhibition in Old Big School on the 5 July. It was a delight to see work from
Year 9 upwards and it was wonderful to see students and parents from across the school attending. The student work provoked much thought.
There were many comments about student creativity but also about how advanced some of the work being produced was. We clearly have many
budding artists and designers at BVGS and it is heartening that there continues to be such enthusiasm and dynamism in this area of the school. It will
be very exciting to watch how students develop as they progress through the school.
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Valetes
Mrs Sian Austin

Miss Beverley Gilbert

Sian has been a tremendous support to the English department in her 18 Miss Gilbert joined Bishop Vesey’s Grammonths with us. We wish her all the best for the future.
mar School in 1991 as a teacher of Biology
and Science Right from the start, Miss
Mr Stephen Bainbridge
Gilbert showed herself to have an impressive sensitivity and insight into pastoral
Stephen Bainbridge, or ‘Mr Chemistry’ as he is affectionately known by
matters and in 1993 was appointed as the
members of the department has been an absolute stalwart of the ChemPersonal and Social Education coistry team for the last 15 years. He has consistently shown dedication to ordinator for the school. In this role, she
his work, providing exceptional technical support to aid student practical was something of a pioneer, devising
work. He always arranges materials with care and precision, and takes courses which met youngsters’ needs in
great deal of pride in ensuring the best possible outcomes for students areas ranging from sex education through
through their practical work. Stephen’s professionalism, good humour to preparing for citizenship and succeeded
and incredible technical ability will be sorely missed. Happy retirement in very much winning hearts and minds of her colleagues over to a comStephen – you are a true gentleman and will remain a legend of the mitment to a delivery of this essential area of the school curriculum.
Chemistry department!
The modern, progressive Bishop Vesey’s we see today has a clear
‘Gilbert’ stamp all over it. In 1996, Miss Gilbert was additionally apMrs Sarah Bowen
pointed as a lower school head of year. Throughout her career, Miss
Sarah joined our 'happy band' of lunchtime supervisors in November Gilbert has been an outstanding and inspirational teacher. In 2005, she
2014, becoming a valued member of the team, since joining us, she has re-joined the head of year team, taking a year group through to recordbecome not only a well respected colleague, but a very special friend to breaking GCSE results in 2007. The next few years were spent as a leadeach of us in the team. She will be greatly missed and we wish her lots er of the head of year teams, culminating in the role as Assistant
Headteacher in charge of pastoral care since 2010. She played a key
of luck in her new post at her new school.
role in delivering the outstanding OFSTED judgement of 2014 on all
Mrs Maryann Dye
areas of school life, including Beverley’s primary responsibilities of behaviour and pastoral care. There are so many adjectives to describe
Maryann Dye joined BVGS as Director of Music in January 2011. She Beverley: energy, passion, precision, commitment and above all her
has made significant and telling contributions in expanding our provi- thoroughness in leaving no stone unturned! 100+%, high-octane fuel all
sion in Music with more of our boys and girls participating in our numer- the time. Education and devotion to the advancement of others
ous choirs, ensembles and orchestras. Throughout her time at BVGS, through learning has been for her a vocation, a 24/7 constant preoccuMrs Dye has enabled our pupils to have a vast range of performance pation, and indeed, I am sure a great joy.
opportunities at all levels. The Junior and Senior Soloist Concerts have
been wonderful additions to our provision, where the quality of individ- We will miss her. But countless Veseyans, students and staff, will not
ual performances have captivated the audiences in attendance. We wish forget her inspirational contribution and impact on their lives.
Mrs Dye her all the best in her position as the Director of Music at Dixie
Grammar School, Market Bosworth.
Mr Kevin Ford
Kevin Ford joined us as a Grounds Maintenance Support Worker in
March 2014. He settled into his work at the School quickly and has provided an excellent service to the school looking after the “Middle Field”
Astro Turf Facility and the New Cricket Practice Nets and Tennis Courts
Facilities.
Mr John Griffin
We are really sorry to see John leave Bishop Vesey’s. He has spread his
wisdom in psychology and the Extended Project. We will miss his generosity, readiness to lend a hand and his ‘craic’.

Mrs Pam Maskell

Pam will be retiring this summer after 12 years at BVGS. She joined the
School with 29 years of teaching experience. During her time at the
Mrs Rebekkah Sandbrook
School Pam has supported numerous Sixth Formers during their A-Level
studies. Her pastoral work has enabled students to overcome a range of
The languages department would like to thank Mrs Sandbrook for all her challenges and leave Vesey’s with superb academic results. Pam is
hard work and enthusiasm during this past year and wish her all the best blessed with an emotional intelligence and Sixth Formers have trusted her
in her new school
to represent their best interests. She has also worked with successive
Officer Teams, developing them as young leaders within the School. Pam
Mr Doug Semple
has also made telling contributions to the wider life of the School through
Doug is a man who has both a deep technical knowledge of Computer organising the Entrance Exam for many years and acting as the Rugby First
Science and a passion for communicating the excitement of his subject. Aider on Saturday mornings.
He has quickly set about the task of building a new department and brand Miss Rosie Stevens
new GCSE and A-Level course from scratch. He also made time for other
activities such as setting up a Key Stage 3 Coding Club, organising the Rosie joined us 3 years ago, teaching in the D&T department. She has
BETT trip, and joining both ELT and the Data Team. In all these areas he developed some extremely engaging schemes of work and has also
has made a significant contribution. Clearly a man of many talents, he has organised a Key Stage 3 club every year. This year she set up a every
offered Games teaching as well, focusing on long distance running and successful Cross- Stitch club. Students loved the opportunity to sit, focus
squash. He is now off to an international school in Budapest, as Director and sew. We wish her lots of luck in her new full time post in her new
of Technology . We wish him well.
school.
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Junior Maths Kangaroo, Junior Maths Olympiad, Maths Challenge
Well done to all the boys who took part: Junior Maths Kangaroo results: Ruben Vorster, Merit, Jayen Rughani, Qualification, Daniel Fisher,
Merit, Ben Cheema, Merit, Dominic Van Loan, Merit, Ross Dryhurst, Qualification, Barney Doel, Qualification, Zain Khan, Qualification,
Ben Dodwell, Merit, Jesse Satchwell, Merit, Morton Grimes, Qualification, Chirag Guha, Qualification, Joseph McClafferty, Qualification,
Owen Boxall, Qualification, Heito Ho, Qualification. Junior Maths Olympiad results: Moonis Haider, Distinction, Alistair Kitchin, Merit,
Matthew Roberts, Distinction, Duncan Schaafsma, Merit, Nader Takruri, Merit. Please note that of the 200,000 plus students nationally
undertaking the Maths Challenge in this age group, only 1,200 qualify for the Olympiad. Of those students attaining distinction, Moonis Haider and
Matthew Roberts both attained bronze medals putting them in the top 240 mathematicians in the whole country for their age group. Well done to
all the boys. For the Maths Challenge as a whole the headline figures are that out of the whole of years 7 and 8, we had 48 gold awards, 71 silver
awards and 79 bronze awards. Excellent results. Thank you Mr Beasley for organising this opportunity.

Duke of Edinburgh Bronze and Silver Expedition

Trampolining Finals

It has been a busy period for the Duke of Edinburgh Scheme. 65 boys headed to Malvern for their
qualifying expedition in July, during which their navigation and campcraft was assessed. After the
expedition, 50 boys have now completed their award, having already signed off their volunteering,
physical and skills sections – well done to them. Thanks to Mr Greenwood, Mr Dobson, Mr
Yates, Miss Stevens and Miss Langham for their help on the expedition. We can also celebrate
two more students completing the coveted Gold award – Amber Jordan and Hannah Hanlan
have joined Jemima Richardson-Jones, Emer-Jo Staunton and Georgia Curry in achieving
this top award this year. Fantastic.

Well done to Luke Butcher, Y8, who came
5th in the National Trampolining finals in
Telford. Well done Luke!

Into Near Space

Handstand
Day
On National Handstand
Day, Hamish Carter
(U6) celebrated outside Big
School.
Hamish is a
talented Team GB gymnast
hopeful for Tokyo 2020.
Watch this space! By the
way, not to be tried at
home or school by the
uninitiated!

On Tuesday 18 July our STEM club launched a weather balloon
from Cardington (near Bedford). It reached the height of 32.5km /
107,000ft.On recovering the balloon, the team downloaded the
image (left). The school is very proud of all involved::
U6: Sophia Thorn, James Wyatt, Fadil Chishti, Lauren Newbould, Omair Quyyam
L6: Sheamol Obeda, Edward Stanley, Nickeal Sidhu, James Cavendish, Emily Edwards, Mohammed Rohil, Jordan Orchard
A big thank you to Dr Reilly who drove the team through the Fens to recover the balloon. Above all, a big thank you to our inspirational
Physicists, Mr Daniel Bradley and Mr Nick Yates, for leading this project. Thank you also to our generous friends from NASA and the
Met Office, as well as Vesey parent, Dr Sophia, for their invaluable support.
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Attain Travel is a proud sponsor of Bishop Vesey’s Grammar School Sports

Annual Sports Dinner
The Annual Sports Dinner held this year at Veseyans Rugby Football Club was a big success. Our 264 guests enjoyed hearing from our Guest Speaker Olympic gymnast Kristian Thomas (right) and marking the wonderful achievements of all our young sports
men and women. Our Sports Person of the Year was Lucy Parize (left) and there
were lots of delighted recipients of awards including members of our rowing
team . Thank you to all the parents for your support. The profit from the night appears
to be at least £3,000. A big thank you to all our staff organisers including compère,
Assistant Headteacher Dave Goodwin and Deputy Director of Sport, Brian Davies.

Lucy Parize

Rowing

Lucy went on tour with England U19 to New Zealand
from 3 – 17 July. For a week they played in the NZ
Championships which are based in Wellington along
withsome additional fixtures, including against the
Beko performance team. They were taken to New
Zealand to experience the very different style of
play. New Zealand are currently second in the World
rankings to Australia, England are third

Below are the wins from our year on the
water which resulted in a total of 51 medals,
our best season to date.
Burton Head: Year 11 Quad - Goring,
Horn, Bird, Powell, Year 10 Quad - Hadley,
Berry, Burrows, Shephard, Jackson
Stourport Head: Year 9 Quad - Richards,
Jones, Sedgewick, Kourtdos-Sextos,
Glover

Cricket
UNDER 14 CRICKET (Mr Davies) More reports to follow in the Autumn 2017 newsletter. The U14s
had a good season overall winning five of their nine games and suffering four close losses. In fact, of
the four games lost two were by 1-run when chasing whilst the other two were lost on the last ball.
Clark Wells (57 and 56) and Mithun Padmanabhan (52* and 57*) both scored two fifties each, with
Padmanabhan topping the averages for the third year running. Wickets were shared around the
bowling attack with Qasim Arshad, Padmanabhan, Haidar Aqbal and Oliver Curwen all
impressing in different games, and Clark Wells glovework leading to lots of stumpings.

Tennis
This summer has seen an excellent set of results from the school’s tennis teams, with several teams
progressing to the next rounds. The Year 10s, Year 9s and Year 7s have all won their district leagues
and consequently advanced to the regional event at Loughborough University in the autumn. Particularly notable performances was the whitewash of Camp Hill by the Year 9 and an excellent individual
performance from Alex Dixon in 8R against KES Birmingham.
Year 10 beat Sheldon Heath, Bishop Challoner and Camp Hill but lost to KES Birmingham.
Year 10 team: Freddie Goodrham, Ned Walklett, Matt Freer and Benedict Newman.
Year 9 were unbeaten against Camp Hill, Queensbridge, Priory and St George’s!

Warrington Head: Year 10 Quad - Hadley,
Berry, Burrows, Nayyer, Prince, Year 9
Quad - Richards, Barrios, Jensema,
Kourtdos-Sextos, Glover
Midlands Indoor Championships: Luke
Barrios - Gold,
Birmingham School Games: Year 9 –
Barrios, Jensema, Jones, Sedgewick GOLD, Year 10 – Hadley, Burrows, Berry,
Nayyer - SILVER, Year 11- Goring, Bird,
Priestley, Tunstall - SILVER, Luke Barrios –
Year 9 – GOLD, Sergert Jensema – Year 9 –
SILVER, Oliver Hadley – Year 10 - SILVER,
Matthew Burrows – Year 10 – BRONZE,
Matthew Goring – Year 11 – BRONZE
Shrewsbury Regatta: Year 10 Double Matt Berry & Matt Burrows, Year 9 Quad Richards, Barrios, Jensema, KourtidosSextos, Prince
Burton Regatta: Year 11 Double - Matt
Goring & Tommo Priestley

Year 9 team: George Parkes, Mithun Padmanabhan, Thomas Yoong and Bruno Prestridge.
Year 8 lost to Camp Hill and KES Birmingham.

Sutton Community Games

Year 8 team: Alex Dixon, Arjun Bala, Tillman Willett, Oli Cattell and Angus Rogers.
Year 7 beat Camp Hill, Queensbridge and Priory!

Year 7 team: Charlie Capella, Harvey Jones, Thomas Lim, Jonathan Andrews.

Marathon Man
Head of Year 11 Stuart Hutchieson and his wife Liz ran in the
Edinburgh Marathon in May to raise money for Cancer Research
UK. Mr Hutchieson achieved his target of finishing in less than 4
hours for the full marathon, and Liz achieved her target of finishing
ahead of the sweeper bus in the half-marathon. They raised a total
of £1,617.16 from donations. We hope these efforts inspired students to do their best in their recent public examinations
marathon.

Year 12 students again took part in The
Sutton Community Games, Students volunteered as ‘Games Makers,’ helping to provide an unforgettable experience for all
visitors. Games organiser, Dennis Kennedy
commented on how brilliant BVGS volunteers had been this year, working hard
despite the heat and large crowds

http://www.bvgs.co.uk/alumni/alumni-community

